In vitro and in vivo toxic effects and inflammatory responses induced by carboxylated black carbon-lead complex exposure.
Black carbon (BC) is a key component of atmospheric fine particulate matter (PM2.5) and it tends to adsorb various pollutants (e.g., heavy metals and organics) during atmospheric transport. This adsorption leads to the complexity and uncertainty of the source and chemical composition of PM2.5, making the toxicologic effects and health risks induced by PM2.5 difficult to determine. Here, we used carboxylated black carbon (c-BC) and c-BC-lead complexes (c-BC-Pb) to investigate the in vitro and in vivo toxic effects and inflammatory responses. The physicochemical properties of c-BC and c-BC-Pb complexes were characterized by the transmission electron microscope (TEM), X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS), dynamic light scattering (DLS), and in ductively coupled plasma-atomic emission spectra (ICP-AES). Cytotoxicity in vitro showed that the exposure of human bronchial epithelial cells (BEAS-2B) to low-dose c-BC-Pb particles significantly induced greater toxicity than that of c-BC, suggesting that lead (Pb) might play an important role in induced cytotoxicity after combined exposure to c-BC-Pb particles. The findings were further confirmed by the results in vivo, which indicated that c-BC-Pb particles significantly induced inflammation and lung injury. Based on the results of this experiment, the differences in toxicity can be attributed to the synergistic effect of Pb on the BC particles, which play a synergistic role in vitro and in vivo in the development of toxicity. The c-BC-Pb particles model used in this study may be helpful for the evaluation of cytotoxicity induced by different sources of BC particles or BC-heavy metal complexes and provide a new approach for understanding PM2.5-induced toxicity and health risks.